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1. INTRODUCTION 
The relation between a linear program and its dual has been elegantly 
described in terms of a Lagrangian function, in which each set of variables 
appears as a set of Lagrange multipliers for the other [l]. Lagrangian func- 
tions have also been defined for quadratic programs [2], and in analogy with 
the linear case, the quadratic Lagrangian has been used as a stepping-stone 
to arrive at quadratic duals [3,4]. Pairs of dual quadratic programs so defined, 
however, are strangely unsymmetrical. The present paper is the result of an 
effort to understand this lack of symmetry. 
A special quadratic program brought in by an engineer turned out to 
have a perfectly symmetrical geometric representation and a perfectly sym- 
metrical associated problem which differed slightly from the dual based on the 
Lagrangian. This suggested a geometric definition of duality. From the 
geometric point of view the midpoint between primal and dual appears to be 
not the Lagrangian but a set of relations called here a decomposition and 
equivalent to the conditions of Kuhn and Tucker [2]. 
In cases more general than the symmetrical one just mentioned, the geo- 
metric definition of duality leads to asymmetric duals which agree in essence 
with those previously defined. These can, however, be reduced to a simple, 
symmetrical canonical form1 by changing coordinates. For the general 
quadratic program the coordinate change is computationally nontrivial, but 
for the special class of quadratic programs with which the paper is mainly 
concerned the coordinate change is merely a translation and is computa- 
tionally easy. 
A computation procedure for the special class of quadratic programs con- 
sidered here is presented at the end of the paper. This procedure is referred 
to as the projection method. 
1 The formulas as given retain some asymmetry due to the asymmetrical way in 
which a pair of dual cones is specified. 
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Linear programs appear geometrically as limiting cases of quadratic 
programs. Linear and quadratic programming are, in fact, very closely 
related. The main boundary in the general subject of mathematical program- 
ming should perhaps divide off the quadratic and linear problems rather than 
just the linear ones. 
II. NOTATION 
In general the notation follows that of David Gale [6]. Vectors are denoted 
by lower case italic letters, their components by the corresponding Greek 
letters. Thus x = ([,, me*, [,). As usual, a vector inequality stands for a set of 
component inequalities. 
Transposition is indicated by a prime for matrices, is not indicated for vectors 
since vector-matrix multiplication is defined unambiguously by position. 
A matrix is almost always interpreted as a set of column vectors: 
A = (a,, *a*, a,). Thus Ay is a linear combination, and xA is a set of scalar 
products. In geometric representations the dimension of the space is the 
column length m. 
S and T are sets. ,!? is the complement of S. 
III. GEOMETRY 
Given in m-space a convex region R and a point c not in R consider the 
following pair of problems: 
(1) Of the points in (closed) R find the one nearest to c. 
(2) Of the hyperplanes separating (open) R from c find the one farthest 
from c. 
It is easy to show that the farthest hyperplane h contains the nearest point p 
and that the line through c and p is orthogonal to h. (See Fig. 1.) Thus the 
solution of one problem yields immediately the solution of the other. 
FIG. 1. Nearest point-farthest hyperplane principle 
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If R is a polytope, then problems (1) and (2) are quadratic programs. If, 
in addition, c is very far away, then the quadratic objective function is 
nearly linear in the neighborhood of R, and in the limit problems (1) and (2) 
degenerate into a pair of dual linear programs. 
Geometrically the projection method goes as follows. Choose an arbitrary 
point cs in R, and construct the line segment joining ca with c: 
c)& = xc + (1 - h) c,, 02:51. 
As h increases from 0 to 1, C~ moves from c,, to c. Let p, be the nearest point 
in R to c~. (If c, is a point source of light, p, is the most brightly illuminated 
point on the surface of R. See Fig. 2.) The computational procedure 
FIG. 2. Geometric interpretation of the simplex method 
keeps track of p, as c1 moves from cs to c. At the beginning, when C~ is still 
inside R, p, is known, since it is coincident with c~. When c1 crosses the 
boundary of R a simplex-like step is performed, and one is performed each 
time thereafter that p, passes from one face to another. 
If convex polytope R is a cone, problems (1) and (2) have special symmetry. 
I shall begin with this case. 
IV. CONES 
A. An Example2 
A delay line with a given delay-frequency characteristic d(o) is to be con- 
structed. There are available n types of delay line. A unit length of type i 
<.Posed by A. Fitch of Whippany, N. J. 
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delays a wave of frequency w by the amount d$(w). If lengths yr, a**, y,, of 
types 1, **a, n respectively are adjoined in series, the total delay is 
The lengths yi, by nature nonnegative, are to be chosen so that this sum 
approximates d(w) as closely as possible. If we choose as a criterion of appro- 
ximation least squares3 applied to an appropriately chosen set of m sample 
points wi, **+, w,, the problem is to minimize for yi 2 0, 
or in matrix notation to minimize 
for 
II d - DY /I’> 
y 2 0. 
Geometrically, the set of vectors Dy withy 2 0 is a polyhedral convex cone. 
The problem is to find that point in the cone closest to the given point d.* 
B. The Homogeneous Problem 
In connection with the homogeneous problem a half-line will always be 
understood as emanating from the origin, and a half-space as containing the 
origin in its bounding hyperplane. 5 Half-space normal will mean the ortho- 
gonal half-line not contained in the half-space. 
A polyhedral convex cone is the convex hull of a finite set of half-lines. Let C 
be such a cone. Let H be the set of half-spaces containing C. The union of 
half-space normals for half-spaces in H is a cone C*, called the dual of C. 
A known theorem states that the dual of C* is C [6]. 
The following homogeneous problem is fundamental; all succeeding 
problems are, in one way or another, variations of it. 
Primal homogeneous problem. Given a cone C and a half-line I, not in C, 
find among all the half-lines in C the one which makes the smallest angle 
with I,,. 
3 If Chebychev approximation is used the problem is a linear program [?‘I. 
4 This problem also occurs in some numerical methods for solving convex programs, 
e.g., see [8]. 
6 In connection with nonhomogeneous problems this restriction will be dropped. 
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I shall denote as the dual problem the problem of finding among all the 
half-spaces containing C the one which makes the largest angle with 1,. 
Since a half-space contains C if and only if its normal belongs to the dual 
cone C*, and since the half-space that makes the largest angle with 1, is the 
one whose normal makes the smallest angle, the dual problem amounts to 
finding the closest half-line to I,, in C*. 
Dual homogeneous problem. Find among all the half-lines in the dual cone 
C* the one which makes the smallest angle with l,,. 
The half-line which solves the dual is always orthogonal to the half-line 
which solves the primal. 
For practical purposes the nearest point-farthest hyperplane problem for a 
cone is equivalent to the homogeneous problem.0 Let c be the given point 
outside the cone C. Let l,, be the half-line through c, and 1 and 1* those half- 
lines in C and C* which make the smallest angles with 1,. The points p and p* 
of C and C* which are nearest to c are simply the projections of c onto 1 and 
I*. The farthest hyperplanes from c which separate c from C and C* are the 
hyperplanes through the origin normal to 1* and 1. 
If p and p* can be found, then 1 and l*, being just the half-lines generated 
by p and p* will be known and the nearest point-farthest hyperplane pro- 
blem will be solved not only for the primal cone C but for the dual cone C* 
as well. 
We turn, then, to the symmetrical, and as it will appear, virtually identical 
problems of finding p and p*. 
C. Cones with m Extreme Half-Lines 
If one of a pair of dual cones in m-space has m extreme half-lines (one- 
dimensional faces), then so does the other. For such a pair of cones the nearest 
point problem is particularly simple and symmetrical. 
Let a,, a*., a,, b,, *a., b, be a biorthogonal system of vectors in m-space: 
If A and B are the matrices having the ai and the bi, respectively, as columns, 
then 
A’B = -I. (1’) 
6 In Section V it will be shown that in fact the general nearest point-farthest hyper- 
plane problem (R any convex polytope) can be reduced to a homogeneous problem by 
going to a space of one more dimension. 
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The two cones whose extreme half-lines are generated by the ai and bi, 
respectively, are duals. This is illustrated in three dimensions by a paper 
model constructed as follows. Adjoin six quadrants in a cycle with alternate 
upward and downward folds at the joints as shown in Fig. 3. If the upward 
J 
b2 
FIG. 3. A paper model of a pair of dual cones in 3-space. The extreme lines of the two 
cones lie along a,, a,, a3 and bl, bz, b3 respectively. 
folds are made to coincide with the ai, then the downward folds will automa- 
tically coincide with the 6,. 
The hyperplane sectors represented by the paper surfaces together with 
the (missing) cone faces are important in the following discussion. Let S 
and T be disjoint subsets of the indices 1, **a, m, and consider the cone CST 
with extreme half-lines along ai, i E S and bi, i E T. In Fig. 3 the cone for 
S = (I), T = (2, 3) is outlined with dashes. Note that it is bounded by two 
paper faces and a face of the dual cone. If S is the whole set and T is empty, 
then C,, is the primal cone itself. If T is the complement of S, then C,, 
has dimension m; if T is less than the complement of S, then C,, is a bound- 
ary cone, e.g., one of the paper quadrants. The set of all cones CsT, for all 
possible disjoint S and T, partitions all space. The statement that an arbi- 
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trary point c must belong to exactly one of the partitioning cones is the 
following. 
THEOREM 1.1. If A, B satisfy (l’), then for every c there exist unique y, y’ 
such that 
c = Ay + By’ 
y 200, y’ 20 
yy’ = 0 (2) 
The first term Ay is the nearest point to c in the A-cone, and the second term 
By’ is the nearest point to c in the (dual) B-cone. Thus y and y’ are, respectively, 
solutions of the dual quadratic programs 
Minimize /I c - Ay 11, y20 
Minimize j j c - By’ / /, y’ 2 0. (3) 
Relations (2) are equivalent to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for either of 
the quadratic programs (3). 
The decomposition (2) gives c in terms of the extreme vectors of the cone 
C,, containing it; y is nonzero on S and y’ is nonzero on T. 
As mentioned above, the projection method follows a point ca as it moves 
along a straight line from a feasible cs to c. The object is to write cd at all 
times in terms of the extreme vectors of the cone C,, currently containing it. 
These extreme vectors constitute the current basis. Whenever ca crosses a 
boundary from one cone C,, to another, a change of basis occurs. 
Algebraically, this amounts to keeping track of cd)s unique decomposi- 
tion (2) as ca progresses from c,, to c. If c,, belongs to the A-cone, then initially 
y’ = 0 and no columns of B are represented. As h increases some of A’s 
columns are replaced by corresponding columns of B. Since B is essentially 
the inverse of A, this replacement amounts to a partial inversion of A. Indeed, 
if c happens to belong to the B-cone, the projection method is nothing but a 
method of inverting A completely. 
D. Cones with any Number of Extreme Half-Lines 
The paper model of Fig. 3 can be generalized. An arbitrary pair of dual 
cones in three-space is represented by a cycle of 2n paper quadrants with n 
upward folds and n downward folds. Thus in three-space, full-dimensional 
dual cones always have the same number of extreme half-lines. In higher 
dimensions this is not true. 
Suppose that cone C is specified as the convex hull of the half-lines gene- 
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rated by a,, *a*, a,. Then C is the set of nonnegative combinations of the ai, 
or in matrix notation the set of vectors 
AY with y 2 0. (4 
The dual cone C* is the set of points common to the half-spaces with 
normals along a,, -me, a,. Thus C* is the set of solutions of the inequalities 
a,x I 0, **a, a,x 2 0 or in matrix notation : 
xA 5 0. (5) 
This relation gives the dual cone only implicitly; as a practical matter its 
extreme vectors, or even the number of its extreme vectors, cannot be 
determined without a major computation. For this reason pairs of dual cones 
will always be represented by the unsymmetric formulas (4), (5). 
For an arbitrary pair of dual cones specified in the form (4), (5) the decom- 
position theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be an arbitrary matrix of m rows and n columns. 
Every vector c of m components can be written 
c=x+Ay 
xA 5 0, yzo 
xAy = 0. 
The terms x and Ay are unique,’ and they solve the following quadratic programs : 
Minimize 11 c - x 11, XA 5 0 
Minimize II c - Ay I/, y2:o 
The previous case (Theorem 1.1) in which A was square and nonsingular 
is obtained by setting B = - A’-l and x = By’. 
PROOF. (1) Uniqueness. Assume two decompositions 
c = x + Ay = x’ + Ay’, 
x, y, x’, y’ satisfying associated relations. Form scalar products cx and CX’, 
use inequalities, obtain 
xx’ 2 xx 10 
xx’ >= x’x’ 2 0 
Hence 
(xx’)2 2 (xx) (x’x’) 
7 y is also unique provided (1) c does not belong to either cone, (2) every set of m or 
fewer columns of A is independent. (m is the column length.) 
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By Schwarz’s inequality (other way) the last relation is in fact an equation, 
from which it follows that x’ = hx. Substitution of this into the preceding 
two relations shows that h = 1. Therefore x’ = x, whence Ay = Ay’. 
(2) Equivalence with quadratic programs. The quadratic programs always 
have solutions. Let Ay, be a solution of the second. Define x0 by 
x,, = c - Ay, 
It will be shown that x,A 2 0 and x,,Ay, = 0. This will establish x0 + Ay, 
as the unique decomposition of c. It will then be shown that x0 solves the 
first quadratic program. 
It is easy to show that the projection of c onto the half-line generated by 
Ay, must be Ay, itself: CAY,, = Ay,Ay,. Apply the definition of x,, to obtain 
x,Ay, = CAY,, - AyOAyO = 0 
It remains to show that x,A 2 0. Since Ay, solves the quadratic 
program, /j c - Ay, I/ 5 11 c - Ay 11 for all y 2 0. It follows that 
(c - Ay,) (Ay - Ay,) 5 0 for ally 2 0.s The first factor is just x,,. Therefore 
(since x,Ay, = 0) xOAy 5 0 for all y 2 0. In particular, this holds for the 
unit vectors y = ei. (The jth component of ei is 1, the rest 0.) Therefore 
x,A 5 0. 
It is now established that the unique decomposition exists for any A, c and 
that the second term Ay, solves the second quadratic program. It remains to 
show that x0 solves the first quadratic program. 
For an arbitrary x form the scalar product 
(x - x0) (c - x0) = (x - x0) Ay, = xAy,. 
If x is feasible (xA 5 0), then xAy,, is nonpositive, hence (X - x0) (c - x0) is 
also nonpositive. It follows that 11 c - x,, 11 5 /I c - x 11. Therefore x0 solves 
the first quadratic program. 
s In particular I/ c - Ay, 11 2 II c - Ay /I holds for y = Ay’ + (1 - A) yO, y’ Z 0, 
0 5 X 5 1. Therefore 
(c - Ay# 5 (c - Ay# - 2h(c - Ay,) (Ay’ - Ay,) + P(Ay’ - Ay# 
Hence 
(c - Ay,) (4’ - Ay,) S + WY - AY,)*. 
This holds for any y’ 2 0 and arbitrarily small A. Therefore, the left side is nonpositive. 
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V. POLYTOPES 
The nearest point-farthest hyperplane problem for an arbitrary polytope 
will be considered from two points of view. From the first point of view it 
will be seen as a normalization of the homogeneous problem of dimension one 
higher. This has practical value since it shows that any method for solving 
the homogeneous problem will solve the general problem as well. From the 
second point of view the problem will be described by a generalized, asym- 
metric decomposition. The linear program will be seen as a limiting case 
with c at infinity. 
Minimum problems can be modified in various simple ways without 
changing the solution set. Two problems will be considered equivalent if one 
can be reduced to the other by applying one or more of the following opera- 
tions. In minimum problem 
Minf (4, x E P, 
1. Replace f(x) by g( f(x)) where g(f) is increasing. 
2. Let S be the solution set. Replace P by a subset of P containing S. 
3. Suppose h(x) = 0 on T and S n T # 8. Replace constrained problem: 
Minf(x), h(x) = 0, x E P, by unconstrained problem: Min (f(x) + P(x)), 
x E P. 
A. Reduction to the Homogeneous Form 
Let c be a point and P a convex polytope in m-space R,. Imbed R, in 
R m+1- Choose the origin in R,,, so that the radius vector to c is of unit length 
and orthogonal to R,. (See Fig. 4.) Let C be the cone generated by P, i.e., 
the union of half-lines through points of P. 
P=CnR, 
Let C* be the dual of C and let 
H=C*nR, 
FIG. 4. Imbedding of R, in h+, 
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LEMMA. A hyperplane in R, separates c from P if and only ;f the hyperplane 
through the origin which it generates in R,+r has a normal vector in H. 
PROOF. A half-space h in R,+i contains P if and only if its normal belongs 
to C*, and h excludes c if and only if its normal makes an acute angle with c, 
hence pierces R,,. Therefore h contains P and excludes c if and only if it has a 
normal vector in H = C* n R,,,. 
The nearest point-farthest hyperplane problem in R, may be stated as 
follows. The nearest point to c in P is the solution of 
Min tan angle (c, x), x E c, x ER,. (6) 
If h is a hyperplane in R,, then the distance from c to h is tan (r/2 - angle 
(c, x’)), where x’ is the normal to that hyperplane in R,+r which contains h 
and the origin. The dual problem is to maximize this for x’ E H. Fof sym- 
metry let us state it thus: 
Min tan angle (c, x’), x’ E c*, x’ER~ (6’) 
For practical purposes (6), (6’) is equivalent to the homogeneous problem. 
The tangent, being an increasing function of its argument over the feasible 
range (0,7r/2), can be omitted from the objective function without changing 
the solution. The restriction of x and x’ to R, is merely a normalization. It is 
easy to show that if c is outside of P the solution half-lines of the homogeneous 
problem both pierce R,. The points of puncture solve (6), (6’). 
A convenient way to perform the imbedding of R, in R,+l is the following. 
In R, translate coordinates so that c goes into the origin. Then adjoin to 
every vector in R, and (m + 1)-th component equal to one. Every vector 
in Rm+1 then, is written in the form (x, t), where x E R, and [ is a scalar. 
EXAMPLE. With coordinates in R, chosen so that c is the origin, suppose 
that P is the convex hull of points a,, .a*, a,. Imbedded in Rmtl these points 
become (a,, l), e.0, (a,, 1) or the columns of matrix ($, e = (1, *a*, 1). Cone C 
is the set of points (t) y with y 2 0, and C* is the set of solutions of 
(x, 5) (f) 2 0. Problems (6), (6’) reduce to 
Min II AY /I, y 2 0, ey = 1 (60) 
Min II x II, xA+esO (t = 1) (6;) 
Back in R,, the solution Ay of (6,) is the nearest point in P to c (the origin), 
and the solution (x, 1) of (6:) defines the farthest hyperplane from c that 
separates c from P. (Hyperplane (x, 1) is the set of z such that xz + 1 = 0.) 
A dual interpretation is also possible. Regarding a,, a**, a, as hyperplane 
normals in R, and x as a point, problem (6;) requests the nearest point to c 
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(the origin) in polytope H (g iven as an intersection of half-spaces) and (6,) 
requests the farthest hyperplane separating H from c (the origin). 
With the vector e replaced by an arbitrary vector, (6,), (6:) is a canonical 
form for the general nearest point-farthest hyperplane problem. Every such 
problem can be reduced to this form by translating c to the origin provided 
that polytope P is given either as a convex hull of points (some of which 
may be at infinity) or as an intersection of half-spaces. 
B. The Generalized Decomposition Theorem 
The imbedding of R, in R,+l described above depends on c. In this 
paragraph a geometric picture will be presented which is independent of c. 
It will then be possible to introduce c at an arbitrary location without disturb- 
ing the picture, and in particular to observe what happens when c moves out 
to infinity. 
The symmetry of problems (6), (6’) will be lost. We shall obtain instead 
asymmetric duals which agree essentially with those previously defined by 
Dorn [3] and others. 
In Section IV a partition of space was associated with every polyhedral 
convex cone. The analogous partition will now be defined for an arbitrary 
convex polytope P in R,. 
Associated with every face of P of every order is an m-dimensional, infinite 
cell defined as follows. Point c belongs to cell C, if the nearest point to c 
in P belongs to face F. If P is a cone then the cells C, are the cones Csr 
defined in Paragraph 2.3. A two-dimensional case is depicted in Fig. 5. 
FIG. 5. Decomposition of space for general polytope P 
Unless polytope P is a cone, it does not generate among its cells C, a dual 
polytope. This leads to asymmetry in the general case. The symmetry of the 
cone case depended strongly on the existence of a dual cone. 
One is tempted to’ask, “What happened to the dual polytope ?” An intuitive 
answer is suggested by the following construction. 
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Draw a small polygon P on the surface of a large sphere, say the earth. 
Let C be the cone with vertex at the center of the earth generated by P, 
and consider the partition of space into cones C,, generated by C. If P is 
sufficiently small, then in the neighborhood of P the regions on the surface 
of the earth cut out by the C,, look like the cells C, for plane polygon P. 
(Compare figures 5 and 6.) There is a polygon dual to P, namely the region 
cut out by the dual cone C*, but it is in the opposite hemisphere and therefore 
not in evidence to someone standing near P. In P’s plane the dual polygon 
may be thought of as residing at infinity. 
OF P 
FIG. 6. Dual polygons on sphere 
In spite of the nonexistence of a dual polytope, a decomposition theorem 
based on the partition of space into cells C, can be stated. The form of the 
theorem depends on the way in which P is specified. 
EXAMPLE. Let P be the convex hull of the points a,, **a, a,, i.e., the set 
of points 
AY, where y 20, ey = 1. m 
Here e = (1, *a*, 1). The dual set is the set of all half-spaces* containing P. 
g No longer restricted to those whose bounding hyperplanes contain the origin. 
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If (x, E) stands for the half-space of points z satisfying xx + [ 5 0, then H 
is the set of half-spaces 
(x1 0, where XA + te 2 0. u-9 
It is easy to verify that a half-space belongs to H if and only if it contains P. 
If P and H are given in this way, then the decomposition theorem is the 
following : 
THEOREM 1.3. Every c can be written 
c=Ay+x 
1 =ey 
y r 0, XA + [e d 0 
xAy + [ey = 0 (7) 
Ay is the nearest point to c in P; (x, 5) is the farthest half-space from c in H. 
The second and third lines state that point Ay and half-space (x, f) 
belong, respectively, to P and H. The last line states that point Ay is con- 
tained in the bounding hyperplane of half-space (x, 5). (Note that y =I.) 
The first line states that half-space normal x stretches from Ay to c. The theo- 
rem states that these relations are sufficient to specify Ay as the nearest point 
and (x, [) as the farthest half-space. 
As in the cone case, the nonzero components of y identify the nearest face 
to c, hence the partition cell containing c. 
As before, the decomposition is equivalent to a pair of dual quadratic 
programs. The primal can be stated immediately: 
Min (c - AY)~, y 2 0, ey = 1. (7.1) 
The solution Ay is the nearest point to c in P. 
The dual problem is to find the farthest half-space from c in H. The dis- 
ante from c to half-space (x, [) is 
I 
xc + 5 
d= llxll ’ if 
xc+[>O (c outside half-space) 
0, if xc+g~o (c inside half-space). 
Maximization of d over H determines the farthest half-space. It does not, 
however, determine a unique formula (x, 0, since the half-space (x, 6) can 
equally well be written (hx, ho with any positive h. To be consistent with the 
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decomposition we wish to choose h so that the length ~1 hx I/ of the half-space 
normal equals d. One way to do this would be to require /i XX ji to equal d as a 
side condition. A neater way, though, is to apply operation 3 listed at the 
beginning of Section V. Let the objective function be 
This has, for a fixed half-space, maximum value d2 and the maximum is 
assumed when 11 x 11 = d. This will serve, therefore, to specify the desired 
(x, 5) without an extra side condition. 
Simplifying (8) and supplying an additive constant we obtain for the 
dual quadratic program 
Max - (x - c)~ + 25 
xA+&SO (7.2) 
Except for additive constants in the objective functions, dual programs (7.1), 
(7.2) agree with the duals of Dorn [3]. They may be reduced to the canonical 
form (6,), (6:) by translating c to the originlO and applying the three operations 
given at the beginning of this section. 
Decomposition (7) applies if P is the convex hull of given points. It is 
neater if generalized to the case where P is the intersection of an arbitrary 
linear manifold with a cone given as the convex hull of half-lines. 
With S a subset of the indices 1, *a*, m, let xs be the vector which is the 
same as x for components in S and zero otherwise. The generalized decom- 
position is the following: 
c = Ay + xs 
y 2 0, xA 5 0 
xAy = 0 (9) 
This differs formally from the cone case (Theorem 1.2) only in the single 
subscript. Decomposition (7) is the special case where S is all of the indices 
but the last, where e is the last row of A, [ the last component of x, and 1 the 
last component of c. 
Polytope P is the intersection of the cone of points Ay where y 2_ 0 with 
the manifold of points z such that zs = cs. Ay is the nearest point to c and xs 
is the normal of the farthest hyperplane. 
I0 Note that the point translation a’ = a - c implies that hyperplane (x, f) goes 
into (x’, 5’) = (x, xc + 8). 
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Decomposition (9) has a mirror image: 
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c=Asy+x 
y 2 0, xA 5 0 
xAy = 0 (10) 
Here the polytope is the intersection of the cone of points x such that xA 5 0 
with the manifold of x such that xs = CS. 
TABLE I 
Decompositions Quadratic programs Limiting linear program 
c = Ay + xs 
(9) y 2 0, xA 5 0 
xAy = 0 
c = Asy + x 
(10) y 2 0, XA 5 0 
xAy = 0 
Min (cs - As~)~ Min - csAsy 
y 2 0, AMY = c,g y 10, Agy = c,g 
Max - (cs - XS)~ Max csx,q 
+ kw 
XA S 0 xA $0, xs = es 
Min (cs - ~8)~ Min - csxs 
xA I 0, x,g = c,g xA 5 0, x,g = c,g 
Max - (cs - As~)~ Max c,qA,gy 
+ 2~94.9~ 
Y20 y h 0, Asy = cs 
+ 
/ 
AS 
All 
= =s 
0 
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the matrix-vector relations 
summarized in Table I. 
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Associated with each decomposition is a pair of quadratic programs. These, 
together with limiting linear programs to be discussed in the next section, 
are summarized in Table I and Fig. 7. 
The generalized decomposition theorem for (9), (10) is proved in the 
appendix. 
VI. THE GENERAL LINEAR PROGRAM AS A LIMITING CASE 
If point c is very far away from polytope P, then the quadratic distance 
function is nearly linear in the neighborhood of the nearest point. If c is at 
infinity it is exactly linear. Nearest point-farthest hyperplane problems 
with c at infinity are, in fact, linear programs, and conversely. 
On a plane map, for instance, it might be required to find the northernmost 
point in a given polygon. This is a linear program. The dual program is to 
find the southernmost east-west line north of the polygon. 
Consider the standard linear program: 
Primal : Max csx, xA 5 b 
Dual : Min by, y 20, Ay = c,, 
The direction of vector cs identifies the point at infinity. The polytope P is 
the intersection of half-spaces represented by xA 2 b. The primal program 
asks for an ulterior point of P in the direction of c,,. 
Let (a, /3) stand for the half-space of x such that xa + /3 5 0 and let H 
be the set of half-spaces (Ay, - by) with y 2 0. Every half-space in H 
contains P. H may or may not include all half-spaces containing P, but at 
least H includes every one whose bounding hyperplane is tangent to P and 
therefore every one which could possibly be a farthest half-space.‘l (See 
operation 2 at the beginning of Section V.) The dual linear program asks for 
that half-space in H normal to c,, whose constant term by is least. This is 
the one which encompasses the least (is smallest in the point set sense) 
and hence is “farthest” from the infinitely distant point. 
The corresponding quadratic programs for the finitely distant point are the 
following: 
Min (c - x)~, xA 5 b 
Max - (c - AY)~ + 2by, y20 
I1 If -b has only positive components (in particular, if -b = e) then H does indeed 
include all half-spaces containing P. 
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The precise sense in which the linear programs are limiting cases of these is 
stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let xa, y1 be the solutions of the quadraticprogram-sfor c = Xc,. 
When h --t 00, x1 and yi/h converge to solutions of the linear programs if solutions 
exist. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
VII. THE GENERAL POSITIVE DEFINITE QUADRATIC PROGRAM 
The general positive definite quadratic program, 
Min (xQx + qx), Q pos. def. 
xA 5 b, (11) 
is a nearest-point problem in awkward coordinates. A linear transformation 
reduces it to standard form. 
Any positive definite matrix can be written as the product of a nonsingular 
matrix with its transpose. Let 
Q = BB’, B nonsingular 
q = - 2Bc 
x’ = xB. 
Substitution into (11) yields the nearest-point form12: 
Min (x’ - c)~ 
x’B-lA I b. - 
Geometrically, this transformation rotates the coordinate axes into Q’s 
eigenvectors, then dilates with Q’s eigenvalues so that the ellipsoidal niveau 
surfaces of the original quadratic form go into spheres. 
If Q is semidefinite, its eigenvectors span only a subspace S. If q E S, 
then (11) reduces to a nearest-point problem in S. 
I* The objective function differs by an additive constant. 
4 
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VIII. THE PROJECTION METHOD 
The projection method keeps track of the unique decomposition cA of as c1 
moves from cs to c. The geometric meaning of this was described above; 
the computational procedure will now be considered. 
The method to be described can be applied to any of the decompositions.13 
Since the general nearest point-farthest hyperplane problem can be reduced 
to the cone case, however, I shall confine myself to the latter. 
In general, a suitable initial vector cs is hard to find. In some special cases, 
however, cs is easy to find. One of these is the following. 
A. Nonsingular A 
c = Ay + By’, A’B = -1 
y 2 0, y’20 
yy’ =o (3) 
Let us assume that A is known explicitly, B not. It is easy, then, to write 
any vector as a combination of the columns of B, for the coefficients are just 
the negative scalar products with the columns of A. Thus c can be written 
C = -z(ca,)bd 
z 
Similarly, 
a, = - 2 (alai) bi 
z 
a, = - z (a& bi 
t 
Choose for c,, an arbitrary vector in the dual cone: 
co - C, yibi, yti > 0 
r: 
13 The simplex method for the general quadratic program has been discussed by 
Wolfe [5]. 
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The coefficients of these relations may conveniently be displayed as in 
Table II. 
TABLE II 
0 
0 
C 
co 
xc + (1 - 4 co = CA 
0 . . . 0 - ca, .*. - ca, 
0 . . 0 Yl ..* -Yfl 
YA y; 
The rows are the coefficients of the vectors listed on the left in terms of 
the ai and bi listed across the top. The first n rows represent n ways of writing 
the vector zero. Addition of a multiple of any of these rows to the others 
will not change the validity of the representations. The computation con- 
sists simply of a sequence of such additions. 
At any stage, the tableau gives the vectors listed on the left in terms ,of the 
extreme vectors of the partition cone currently containing CA; hence the coef- 
ficients of CA itself are those of its unique decomposition. 
Initially CA is in the dual cone. As h increases c1 moves toward c. Its arrival 
at the boundary of the dual cone is marked by the vanishing of one of its 
coefficients. If this is the coefficient of b,, then crl is about to enter the partition 
cone generated by 
b 1, “‘! sky “‘7 b n. 
Everything must now be written in terms of these. This is done by adding to 
each row the proper multiple of the Kth row, namely the multiple that makes 
the coefficient of bk vanish. The Kth row itself is left alone. 
Now as X increases, C~ contains ak in place of bk. It is easy to verify that 
the new coefficient is positive, as it should be. 
The cycle is repeated each time CA crosses a boundary between partition 
cones until c~, finally arrives at c. 
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B. Arbitrary A 
c=Ay+x 
y >= 0, xA 2 0 
xAy=O 
Formally the projection method proceeds just as before. Only a new inter- 
pretation is needed. Let p be one of the vectors listed on the left of the tableau. 
Previously q was written in some way as a combination of a{s and his: 
and its coefficients r),, **a, TV, $, *se, 7; were listed horizontally as q’s row. 
Now q is written 
q = 2 qiai + X 
and the numbers vr, *me, qn, - xa,, *a., - xa, are listed. It is not hard to see 
that this is the same thing when A is nonsingular and A’B = - 1. The 
initial tableau, in fact, comes out formally to be just what it was before. 
The initial vector c,,, though, poses a problem. It will no longer work to 
take arbitrary positive yi for co’s right hand coefficients. By the above defini- 
tion these coefficients are 
y1 = - c,a,, ***, yn = - ha,, 
and it is no longer true that this set of equations necessarily has a solution ca 
for arbitrary positive yi. In this case, then, finding the initial vector c,, is 
nontrivial. 
As usual an initial vector c,, may be found by solving a linear program 
for which an initial vector is known. One may, for instance, solve the program 
Min xAe 
xAe 2 - I 
xA(=O, 
taking x E 0 as the initial vector. 
APPENDIX 
A.l. Proof of the Decomposition Theorem 
I shall give the proof only for decomposition (9), the other case being 
analogous. 
THEOREM. If Ay and xS satisfy the decomposition (9)) (Fig. 7), then they 
solve the quadratic programs and conversely. Ay and xS are unique, though y 
itself and xs may not be. 
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PROOF. (1) Terms xs and Ay are unique. 
The proof is exactly parallel to that given in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
(2) If x, y satisfy the decomposition, then they solve the quadratic pro- 
grams. 
x solves dual. x satisfies decomposition inequality XA 5 0, is therefore 
feasible. Denote the objective function by 
f(x) = - (cs - x&d2 + 2ws 
We want to show thatf(x) 2 f(x’) f or every feasible x’. Multiply decomposi- 
tion equation c = Ay + xs by x and then by x’ to obtain 
cx = xi 
cx’ = x’Ay + x’xs 
Substitute intof(x) andf(x’) to obtain 
f(x) -f(x’) = - 2x’Ay + (xs - xi)” 2 0 
The first term - 2x’Ay is nonnegative because x’ is feasible and y 2 0. 
The second term is a square; therefore the whole thing is nonnegative, which 
was to be proved. 
y solves primal. The argument is similar. Let y’ by any feasible vector. 
Write (c - AY’)~ = xs + (Ay - AY’))~, multiply out, apply decomposition 
and feasibility relations, get (c - AY’)~ 2 xi = (c - AY)~. 
(3) If Ay, solves the primal quadratic program, then there exists an x,, such 
that x0, Ay, satisfy the decomposition. (It follows, then, from (2) that x,, 
solves the dual quadratic program.) 
Let Ay, solve the primal program; it is the nearest point to c in P. The 
hyperplane through Ay,, and orthogonal to c - Ay, is 
z I (c - AY,) (z - AY,) = 0 
Since this hyperplane separates c from P, 
(c - AY,) (AY - AY,) S 0 
for all Ay in P. This relation will be used presently.14 
(A.1) 
I4 Relation (A.1) is derived formally as follows. Observe that 
(c - Ay# 5 (c - Ay’)Z 
must hold for all feasible y’, in particular for y’ = Ay + (1 - h) y,, y feasible, 
0 5 X 2 1. It follows that (c - Ay,) (Ay - Ay,) S * r\(Ay - Ay,J2. This holds 
for any feasible y and arbitrarily small k Therefore the left side is nonnegative. 
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Let xos = cs - Asyo. (Since Asy, = cs, this can equally well be written 
X OS - - c - Ay,.) It will be shown that there exists an x03 such that 
x0 = xos + xos satisfies r,A 2 0 and x,Ay, = 0. 
If 01 = (c - Ay,) Ay, then relation (A.l) says 
for all 
and that 
x,sAy 5 01 
y 2 0, Asy = cs, 
xosAyo = CY. 
Thus y. is a solution of the linear program 
Max xosAy (= cx) 
y 2 0, ASY = cs 
The dual linear program is 
Min csus (= m) 
USAS 2 x,,sA 
(The relations are shown schematically in Fig. 8.) Since the primal has a 
solution, so does the dual,15 and the value of the minimum is 01. The dual 
VII II 
- 
XA - 
‘c% 
OS 
MAX 
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of dual linear programs occurring in proof. 
solution uos is the negative of the desired vector x,s, for if x03 = - uos 
then xos satisfies 
- csx,s = 01 
- xosAs 2 x0,&, 
from which it follows (by 01 = xosAsyo and cs = &y,) that x0 satisfies the 
required relations x,+l 5 0, x,Ay, = 0. This completes the proof. 
I6 See, for instan&, David Gale [6]. 
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A.2. Proof that the Linear Program is a Limiting Case 
THEOREM 2. Let x~, yn be the solutions of the quadratic programs 
Min (hc, - x)~, xA 2 b 
Max - (hc, - AY)~ + 2by, y >= 0. 
When h + 00, x1 and yJh converge to solutions of the dual linear programs 
if solutions exist. 
Max cOx, xA 5 b 
Min by, y 2 0, 4~ = co 
PROOF. (1) x1 converges to a solution of the primal linear program. 
Let 
a: = Maximum cox, xA 2 b. 
By definition, 
Let 
xi. is the solution of Minimum (hc, - x)~, xA 5 b. 
x0 be the solution of Minimum (Xc, - x)~, xA 2 b, cox = a. 
(A-2) 
Observe that x0 solves the linear program, and that x0 is independent of X 
(drop constant terms in objective function). The additional restriction 
C,,X = cy in (A.2) can only increase the minimum, hence 
Furthermore, 
(Xc, - x2)2 s (AC, - x0)2 for all X (A.3) 
It follows that 
cox, 2 coxo = 01 
xi - xi oscoxo-cox,~~‘o 
Therefore every limit point xL of the set {x~} must satisfy 
Also : 
From (A.3), 
(AC, - XL)2 2 (AC0 - x0)2. 
The last three relations imply that xL is a solution of (A.2). But x,, is the 
unique solution of (A.2); hence x, = x0. Therefore x1 converges to the 
solution x0 of the linear program. 
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(2) yn/h converges to a solution of the dual linear program. 
This is obtained immediately by applying the previous result to the 
decomposition formulas : 
hj = x,q + &Jl 
x,A 5 b, yn 2 0 
x,Ay, - by, = 0 (A.4) 
When h-03, x1-+x,, and A(yJh)-+ co. Hence all limit points of {y$} 
are dual feasible. Also from (A.4) 
By duality theorem of linear programming, therefore, all limit points solve 
the dual program. 
This theorem applies to the bottom half of Table I. The proof for the 
top half is similar. 
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